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The seven individual hangings known as "The Unicorn Tapestries," are among the most beautiful and
complex works of art from the late Middle Ages that survive. Luxuriously woven in fine wool and silk with
silver and gilded threads, the tapestries vividly depict scenes associated with a hunt for the elusive, magical
unicorn.
The Unicorn in Captivity (from the Unicorn Tapestries
"About the Sequence of the Tapestries in The Hunt of the Unicorn and The Lady with the Unicorn."
Metropolitan Museum Journal , Vol. 17 (1982). New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1982.
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The unicorn tapestries at the Metropolitan Museum of Art by Adolfo Salvatore Cavallo, New York, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art/H.N. Abrams, 1998, fully online as PDF from MMA Freeman, Margaret. "A New
Room for the Unicorn Tapestries".
The Hunt of the Unicorn - Wikipedia
Viste family for whom the tapestry was created) as does the unicorn in four of the tapestries. In Tapestry 1,
the unicorn kneels with his front legs on the lap of the lady. Each background includes a copse of trees
among which are oak, holly, lemon, and stone pine. The Hunt of the Unicorn.
The Fruits and Nuts of the Unicorn Tapestries
The Unicorn Tapestries By Margaret B. Freeman This publication examines the history and meaning of the
seven Unicorn Tapestries that have been on exhibition in the Cloisters since 1938 Freeman also covers
every aspect of the tapestries from their production, source models, imagery, symbolism, context, and even
offers a scientific discussion of ...
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Figure 2. The seven tapestries of The Hunt of the Unicorn: (1) The start of the hunt; (2) The unicorn dips his
horn into the stream to rid it of poison; (3) The unicorn leaps the stream; (4) The unicorn defends himself; (5)
The unicorn is tamed by the maiden, two frag-ments; (6) The unicorn is killed and brought to the castle; and
(7) The unicorn in captivity.
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Literature about the unicorn tapestries describes a variety of interpretations of this story. Many are religious,
while others saw the unicorn as a symbol of the bridegroom and/or the new marriage. Whatever the intended
meaning was, it is clear that the unicorn was an important symbol during the Middle Ages.
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Download the-unicorn-tapestries or read the-unicorn-tapestries online books in PDF, EPUB and Mobi Format.
Click Download or Read Online button to get the-unicorn-tapestries book now. This site is like a library, Use
search box in the widget to get ebook that you want.
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plant symbolism in the unicorn tapestries Download plant symbolism in the unicorn tapestries or read online
books in PDF, EPUB, Tuebl, and Mobi Format. Click Download or Read Online button to get plant symbolism
in the unicorn tapestries book now. This site is like a library, Use search box in the widget to get ebook that
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The set at Met Cloisters referred to as "The Hunt for the Unicorn" is a tremendous mystery. At the MusÃ©e
Cluny in Paris, there is a different set of tapestries called the Unicorn Tapestries, but are more specifically
named, "The Lady and the Unicorn." These are assumed to have been woven in the 1480s, also in the
French court, but really ...
How to see the Unicorn Tapestries in New York, Paris and
A set of bewitching medieval tapestries hangs today in a protected chamber in Paris. They appear to portray
a womans seduction of a unicorn, but the story behind their making is unknown - until now. Paris, 1490.
The Lady and the Unicorn - free PDF, CHM, DJVU, DOC
The Hunt of the Unicorn , or the Unicorn Tapestries , is a series of seven tapestries dating from between
1495 and 1505, now in The Cloisters in New York, probably woven in Brussels or LiÃ¨ge. The tapestries
show a group of noblemen and hunters in pursuit of a unicorn .
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